
The Structure  of the 36 Volumes of the Book of Heaven
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                                                                                           Divided into Three Groups of Twelve Volumes                                                                              Mary s Hill@2017

Volumes 1 -12 

Corresponds to
Jesus  Passion and 

work of Redemption.

 Luisa s Additional Writings
The Hours Of The Passion of Our 

Lord Jesus Christ

Volumes 13-24 

Corresponds to
God the Father s 
work of creation.

 Luisa s Additional Writings
The Rounds of the Soul in the 

Divine Will.

Volumes 25-36 

Corresponds to
God the Holy 

Spirit s work of 
Sanctification.

 Luisa s Additional Writings
The Blessed Virgin Mary in the 

Kingdom of the Divine Will.

The Goal of the First Group
Corresponds to God s work of 

Redemption. Here the soul interiorizes 
what Jesus did in his humanity by 

attentively meditating on his Passion 
with the intention of obtaining graces for 

mankind. The soul participates in the 
Divine Will of Jesus whose eternal 

operation is one with that of the Trinity, 
and shares in the work of Redemption.

 The Goal of the Second Group
Corresponds to God s work of creation. 
Here the soul reflects upon the original 

state and purpose of prelapsarian Adam, 
and glorifies God in and on behalf of all 
creation. By this means, the soul learns 

how to pray and act as Adam and Eve did 

in the Garden of Eden.

The Goal of the Third Group
Corresponds to God s work of 

sanctification. Here the soul attentively 
meditates on Jesus and Mary s lessons, 

and participates in what St. Paul refers to 
as the work of setting creation free from 

its slavery to corruption so that it may 
enjoy the glorious freedom of the sons of 

God.

Summary:
By meditating on the 
life of Jesus, on God s 
work in creation and 

on the lessons of Mary, 
the soul restores 

relations with God and 
creation by the power 

of the Holy spirit.
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